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AVVISO DI SEMINARIO 
PROF. PAULO VERISSIMO 

UNIVERSITY OF LISBOA 
Venerdì 16 Settembre 2011 alle ore 10:30, nella sala riunioni del Dipartimento di 
Informatica e Sistemistica, il Prof. Paulo J. Verissimo, IEEE e ACM Fellow, della 
Universidade de Lisboa, Portogallo, terrà il seguente seminario nell’ambito del Corso di 
Dottorato di Ricerca in Ingegneria Informatica e Automatica: 

Security and Dependability Risks  
of Critical Information Infrastructures 
(or why Bang! is different from Crash) 

Abstract 
This talk is inspired by a contribution to the IEEE Security & Privacy journal, January 2008, answering a 
question to the “Information Assurance Technology Forecast panel” (*): 
Sec&Priv: What’s the nature and magnitude of risk that critical information infrastructure (CII) faces 
over the next 15 years? By “critical,” I mean the part whose failure would have major effects on a nation, 
such as economic loss or loss of life. 
PJV: Large and ever increasing. Moreover, the objective risk is amplified by the lack of perception of the 
risk itself existing, by citizens, policy makers, and CII manufacturers and operators. There’s still a belief 
that the SCADA [Supervisory, Control and Data Acquisition] systems controlling these infrastructures 
are legacy, closed, obscure, and thus unattackable, or that it suffices to just use a firewall and an intrusion 
detector. But normal ICT systems protection won’t be enough. To keep a long story short: Ctl-Alt-Del 
isn’t a remedy for things that have worked continuously for more than 20 years, many security techniques 
hamper real-time operation, and there’s still a difference between erasing a database and setting a 
generator on fire. This should be understood immediately or else we should get prepared for the next 
generation of mass hacking. Maybe all it takes for people to get serious about this is a 
www.scada_rootshell.com (Google the remainders of the classical www.rootshell.com to grasp the basic 
idea). It might be a good idea for policy makers and CII manufacturers and operators to learn the 
difference between crash and bang. 
(*) FULL PAPER: Information Assurance Technology Forecast 2008, S.M. Bellovin, T.V. Benzel, B. Blakley, 
D.E. Denning, W. Diffie, J. Epstein, P. Veríssimo. IEEE Security & Privacy, vol. 6, no. 1, pp. 10-17, Jan/Feb 2008.  
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